
Adobe Illustrator CC : Lynda.com tutorials

ART 236 Experience Mapping
Cutler-Lake

On March 3 & 5, we will be meeting as a class in the Mac Lab in 229 Swart 
Hall. We will spend two sessions learning the very basics of the powerful 
vector graphics program Adobe Illustrator CC. It’s a complex program, but I’m 
confident that you’ll be able to pick up a few useful skills during our week, and 
you may be able to apply what you’ve learned to future endeavors. 

While I will offer basic training while there, it would be most useful for you to 
view the following tutorials on Lynda.com, which is available free to all UWO 
students. (While you’re there, look at what else they offer: it’s an amazing 
resource, and one I subscribed to personally for many years.)

You’ll use your NetID to log on. Start here: http://www.uwosh.edu/lt/lynda

Once you’re logged in, please find this course: 
ILLUSTRATOR CC ESSENTIAL TRAINING with Justin Seeley

Obviously, I’m not going to make you watch the full 8 hours. But these topics 
(tutorials) within the course relate to the technical concepts we’ll be exploring:

___Understanding vector graphics 5m

___Touring the interface 7m

___Working with the Control panel 4m

___Navigating within a document 5m

___Locking and hiding artwork 4m

___Using the Direct Selection and Group Selection tools 4m

___Grouping objects 3m

___Rotating objects 2m

___Working with fills 5m

___Understanding paths 3m

___Understanding anchor points 4m

___Open and closed paths 4m

___Exploring the Pen tool 3m

___Drawing straight lines 5m

___Drawing simple curves 3m

___Tracing artwork with the Pen tool 7m

___Creating point and area text 3m

___Placing images into Illustrator 3m

Don’t worry about using exercise files, unless that appeals to you. Just try your 
best to follow along. Everything may not make perfect sense at the outset, 
and it may seem boring at times (believe me, I’ve been there), but I promise 
connections will be made when you actually start working with the program.

Remember that the Bus Route Map assignment is due on March 3rd. You 
will use this assignment in the lab, so make sure it’s complete.


